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Who has used Sport Education Model?



Complete Guide to Sport Education
Daryl Siedentop, Peter Hasties, Hans Van der Mars

Children of all ages can learn many valuable lessons through participation in 
sport, dance, fitness, and adventure activities. Complete Guide to Sport Education 
helps teachers present those lessons in ways that positively affect their students 

and prepare them to be physically active and healthy as adults.



Questions to Consider:

1. Why are my students learning this? Why should they?

2. Does this learning experience require that students INFORM other 
people about something they would need or want to know?

3. Does this learning experience center on students being an ADVOCATE 
for something THEY believe in?

4. Does this learning experience have student PRODUCE something that 
someone else would need or want to use?



What is Generation Z P.E.?

This innovative approach to the classic Sport Education Model offers an 
instructional method that goes beyond traditional sports roles to 

incorporate workplace competencies and foster a community dynamic  
within the class. This variation puts our Generation Z students in roles 

that intentionally highlight 21st century career-readiness skills. The 
leadership of each individual promotes the success for the whole team. 
Jobs within each team include a manager, wellness director, personal 

trainer, coach, human resources, and marketing.



Outcomes

● You will leave with here today with:

○ An excitement for a student-led classroom community

○ Techniques to scaffold this model to your comfort level and that match your class & schedule

○ An outline of how to build and implement GenZ P.E. in schools of varying demographics



The GenZ Roles
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Ace’s - Director



Kings - Coach



Queens - Personal Trainer



Jacks - Wellness Director



10’s - Human Resources



9’s - Marketing



SCAFFOLD
SPORT EDUCATION → GENZ P.E.

Student Driven & Delivered

● Student developed

● Teacher facilitates & 
supports

● Teacher and Peer 
Assessment

Teacher Driven 
Student Delivered 

with Feedback

● Teacher Developed

● Student leads based on 
teacher’s plan

● Teacher Assessment

→

National & State Standards



SCAFFOLD
Basic/Traditional → GenZ

Director

● Checks in with the teacher for 
the day’s agenda

● 3-5 minute team meeting to 
review & disseminate the game 
plan for all roles 

● Keep a communication log with 
each member

Team Leader/Captain 

● Decision-making for the team

● Runs practices and games



SCAFFOLD
Basic/Traditional → GenZ

Reporter/ Statistician

● Report scores to teacher

● Keeps stats

Marketing

● Documents & promotes their team’s 
scores, stats, & individual success

● Creates a team poster

● Captures pictures & videos of their team  

● Interviews for school paper/broadcast



Tweets 
@MCHS_PE

@awheeler_wheels

#GenZPE  #HPAI2019





FIRST - Directors

1. Meet with Amy and Mark

2. Circle up w/ your team. 
a. Write all names on the communication log

SECOND - Marketing

3. Create a team name, take a fun team photo, and post

@MCHS_PE  @awheeler_wheels  #GenZPE   #HPAI2019

Get in your teams



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2m3V_dhLSMc


SCAFFOLD
Basic/Traditional → GenZ

Head Official / Referee

● Interprets rules 

● Promotes fair play 

● Referee games

● Mediates conflicts
        Aka rock, paper, scissor

Human Resources
● Keeps the team energy up through the team 

cheer, wearables, etc. 
○ collaborates w/ marketing

● Leads cooperative activities to build the team 
bond

● Creates a fun-facts / rules poster

● Prepares team for  an assessment on rules / 
policies of game



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1D1yz-0ybqmFRYVLziyYv5WqfgQlxDFV5/preview


Human Resources

1. Gather your team in the designated area

2. Read and lead the “Handshake Human Knots” team builder activity

Get in your teams



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVz5AyrxLBY&t=5


SCAFFOLD
Basic/Traditional → GenZ

Fitness Instructor

● Running warm-ups and /or 
exercises that are provided by the 
teacher

● Encourages teammates 

Personal Trainer

● Researches & executes warm-ups 
and/or exercise routines that are 
activity & sport-specific.

● Encourages teammates

● Provides feedback on proper form



Personal Trainer 

Exercise Specialist

Fitness Instructor

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_Hs_1fxURZk3gVB3rMbWRYG0Ps_KGR2E/preview


Personal Trainers

1. Meet at your team’s court and complete the workout as a team

Get in your teams



SCAFFOLD
Basic/Traditional → GenZ

Coach

● Executes team drills provided by 
the teacher

● Models fair play

Coach

● Researches & leads  drills for their 
team. Drills can be individual or 
team based

● Coaches assist their teammates in 
improving their skills for the 
specific sport/activity 

● Establishes line-up for games



HP Reveal

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1KWNxTS7sx50YNoDAKAQBmNMUihB3wUKr/preview


HP Reveal
Triangle Drill

1. Coach starts in front of the net with 3 birdies
2. Players form a straight line at the back center of 

the court
3. Coach tosses a birdie to point 1, player moves 

to clear the birdie over the net.
4. The coach then tosses a birdie to point 2 ,short 

left so the player has to charge the net to 
defend a drop shot.

5. The coach then throws the third birdie long, 
point 3, directly behind the player so that they 
have to defend against the long clear.



Coaches

1. Meet with team at your court 

2. Follow the the task sheet along with the HP Reveal App (on the 
iPad) to understand how to set up and perform the drills.

Get in your teams



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVz5AyrxLBY&t=5


SCAFFOLD

GenZ Exclusive!
Wellness Director!

● Research & shares 3-5 pieces of 
information about the benefits of 
wellness topics like: hydration / 
sleep / nutrition / stress

● Creates an informative poster

● EXAMPLE: Keep a checklist of 
who carries their water bottle to 
class

Wellness Director!
● Have students fill out logs to track 

sleep, stress, hydration, nutrition, etc.
● Analyze the data with teammates
● Create & present a PSA
● Invite experts from the community in 

to speak
● Huge PBL opportunities!









Wellness Directors

1. Meet your team in the designated area

2. Complete the well-check provided in your team’s packet

Get in your teams



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVz5AyrxLBY&t=5




https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1pCHjfSADdbCM68tcdC6uCtKk-Sc63nYTAc8EH4TzA7c/edit#slide=id.g447430b24b_0_10


Engagement
Teach Like A Pirate 

by Dave Burgess

“During a recent new teacher training, a second year teacher asked me a 
fantastic question. After watching me demonstrate lots of student 
engagement strategies and techniques, she asked, “When you use these 
strategies do you have full engagement from one hundred percent of your 
students?” I said, “OK. I’m going to tell you the real deal. NO!! What I have is 
more engagement than I would have had if I didn’t use these techniques.”





Actual Student Feedback
tre-
I learned rules of driving. I learned rules to different games. I learned how to work 
with people who aren't like me. These skills will help me a lot through the rest of my 
life.
Zeba-
I learned how to work as a team, help each other and communicate with other 
people.
Paula-
I have learned to be a better leader and how to have a more team work ethic. 
paloma-
Over the year I really enjoyed this pe class, more than any other one I have had over 
the years. This class has taught me that working together in a team can be fun when 
everyone knows how to work together and collectively work. I really enjoyed this 
class and you, miss Wheeler the teacher who is one of the best pe teachers.  



Actual Student Feedback
Amy*-
I enjoyed my year and the lessons we learned. I learned a lot of team work, which 
might not seem to be much, but it is an improvement form 7th grade P.E. where I was 
always on my own. My favorite thing was teaming up with partners and using our 
skills and communication to work together to beat the other team.
Atilia-
Being able to do all the jobs like coach and captain were really helpful in building 
leadership skills. I'll be able to use some of those leaderships in my everyday life. I 
like doing the jobs and the different sports that we did. 
jaquelin-
one thing i learned is that if you do phisical fitness it gives you more energy and that 
being well does not just mean you have to be physically fit it also means you mentall 
state. the second thing i learned was about drivers ed, the last thing i learned was 
when you work together you have fun and you get things done effeciently .



Actual Student Feedback
Alyce-
I learned about how to work with people who I didn't know and how to be confident 
working out in front of people. P.E. gave me a good idea of how much I'm supposed 
to be working out and balance a healthy lifestyle. I liked it a lot because if there were 
days I didn't have time to work out it opened up time for me which I liked. It also 
made working out fun. 
Juan-
I learned about stress and how to deal with it. I liked when we played games and 
hated when we were in the classroom.
Alexa-
I learned how to calutate my calories. I also learned that I need to get more sleep and 
drink more water to be healthy. 
Kailey-
Hmmm. I've learned that some 10th graders never learned that cheating is a bad 
thing. I have also learned the benefits of sleep and drinking water. I have also learned 
how to play noodle hockey which really shouldn't exist because ew.



Stacy-
I have learned that sleep and staying hydrayded is important for your health as well 
as engaging in physical activity
Jewelia-
This year in PE I learned how to play tchoukball and tennis. I really enjoyed learning 
how to play these two sports/games because the techniques and the teamworking 
aspects that were involved with the games really intrigued me. Throughout the year I 
gained knowledge about the different types of fitnesses. In my life beyond pe I will 
use this knowledge when I go to the gym to work out. Also, I will use this knowledge 
if I decide to go into a profession into nutrition or physical therapy. 

Actual Student Feedback





Implementation

1. Small steps first
a. choose 1 class
b. keep goals small & realistic
c. select an activity you’re most comfortable with

2. Begin with the end in mind 

3. Stay patient with the process

4. Connect with colleagues 



Organization





Cross-walking

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1H01tSmwMkHA4VgHwyP6vcLstWRQBKugN/preview


Culmination: Dill Gherkin Cup



National Standards Met 
Using GenZ P.E.

Standard 1: The physically literate individual demonstrates competency in a variety of 
motor skills and movement patterns.

Standard 2: The physically literate individual applies knowledge of concepts, 
principles, strategies and tactics related to movement and performance.

Standard 3: The physically literate individual demonstrates the knowledge and skills 
to achieve and maintain a health-enhancing level of physical activity and fitness.

Standard 4: The physically literate individual exhibits responsible personal and social 
behavior that respects self and others.

Standard 5: The physically literate individual recognizes the value of physical activity 
for health, enjoyment, challenge, self-expression and/or social interaction.



Profile of a VA Graduate



VA Standards of Learning (SOL’s) Met 
Using GenZ P.E.

Motor Skill Development

VA SOL 10.1 The student will demonstrate proficiency and apply the concepts and principles 
of exercise physiology, biomechanics, and anatomy in a variety of lifetime activities that may 
include outdoor pursuits, fitness activities, dance and rhythmic activities, aquatics, selected 
individual performance activities, and net/wall and target games in at least two self-selected, 
lifelong, skill-related physical activities. 

a) Demonstrate skill attainment in one or more lifetime activities. 
b) Apply and demonstrate knowledge of how movement is created, directed, and 
stabilized in one or more lifetime activities.
 c) Identify and demonstrate movement activities in each plane of movement (frontal, 
sagittal, and transverse) and activities that occur in multiple planes. 
d) Demonstrate appropriate and proper use of equipment in one or more lifetime 
activities.



VA Standards of Learning (SOL’s) Met 
Using GenZ P.E.

Anatomical Basis of Movement

 10.2   The student will apply knowledge of biomechanics and anatomy and analyze and evaluate the 
ability to move proficiently and efficiently in a variety of lifetime activities.

a)      Explain how the body responds to energy needs for anaerobic and aerobic activities, to include fast and slow-twitch 
muscle fibers, and anaerobic respiration (ATP-PC and Lactic Acid System) and aerobic respiration.

b)  Analyze movement activities for component skills and movement patterns for one or more lifetime activities.
c)      Identify and explain the relationship of opposing muscle groups (agonist/antagonist).
d)      Design and implement a program for strength and conditioning.
e)      Explain why blood pressure is an indicator of personal health.
f)       Apply rate of perceived exertion (RPE) and pacing to a conditioning plan that meets the needs of one or more lifetime 

activities. 



VA Standards of Learning (SOL’s) Met 
Using GenZ P.E.

Fitness Planning 

10.3   The student will demonstrate the ability to apply basic principles of training and scientific 
concepts and principles to evaluate current fitness behaviors and identify strategies needed for 
health-enhancing fitness for the present and into adulthood.

a)  Create a fitness and activity plan for the present and a potential plan for the future (postsecondary education, 
college/career) to address the health-related components of fitness.

b)  Use a variety of resources, including available technology, to analyze current fitness and activity levels, and  to improve 
physical activity and personal fitness.



VA Standards of Learning (SOL’s) Met 
Using GenZ P.E.

Social Development

 10.4   The student will demonstrate appropriate behaviors in all physical activity settings and the 
social skills needed to be a contributing member of society.

a) Explain the importance of and demonstrate communication skills in physical activity settings.

b) Explain the importance of critical thinking and problem solving for current and future health and 
fitness.

f) Apply stress-management strategies (e.g., mental imagery, relaxation techniques, deep breathing, 
aerobic exercise, meditation) to reduce stress.

h) Explain the importance of conflict resolution for current and future health and fitness.



VA Standards of Learning (SOL’s) Met 
Using GenZ P.E.

Energy Balance

 10.5   The student will explain the importance of energy balance and evaluate current caloric intake 
and caloric expenditure to maintain optimal health and prevent chronic disease for the present and 
into adulthood.

a)      Analyze the relationships among physical activity, nutrition, body composition, and sleep that are optimal for 
personal health and/or for participation in lifetime activities.

b)     Evaluate current activity and intensity levels.

c)      Evaluate current and future caloric expenditure and intake needs.

d)     Evaluate current and future sleep needs.
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Proud Sponsor of the SHAPE America®
Teacher of the Year Program since 1989.


